tCONCOORD-GUI: visually supported conformational sampling of bioactive molecules.
Conformational flexibility of bioactive molecules poses a major challenge to computational biology. tCONCOORD generates structure ensembles based on geometrical considerations and has been successfully applied to predict protein conformational flexibility and essential degrees of freedom. We have now developed a graphical user interface (GUI) for tCONCOORD, which substantially facilitates the simulation setup and provides valuable insights into the structure analysis and constraint definition process in tCONCOORD. Moreover, users can influence the constraint definition process by interactively turning interactions on and off, defining completely rigid or flexible regions, or by applying artifical constraints that cause a biased sampling of the conformational space. This interface offers a versatile environment not only for the setup and analysis of tCONCOORD simulations, but also for molecular modeling and structure analysis in general. Both tCONCOORD* and the tCONCOORD-GUI(dagger) are distributed freely.